RCA CLEANING PROCEDURE (1)

RCA Cleaning request

1. In your Cmi account, select « RCA request »

2. Select the date

3. Select the billing account

4. Enter the number of samples

5. Select the material of the sample

6. Select the size of the sample

Reminder: Deadline @ 14:00 the working day before the RCA cleaning.
RCA CLEANING PROCEDURE (2)

RCA Cleaning request

7. enter the wafer ID if relevant

9. Select the cleaning type
   - Full: RCA1 + HF1:10 + RCA2 + SRD
   - Without HF: RCA1 + RCA2 + SRD
   - Without SRD: RCA1 + HF1:10 + RCA2 + drying at air
   - Without HF & SRD: RCA1 + RCA2 + drying at air
   - RCA 2 only: Piranha (done by the user) + RCA2 + SRD
   - Other: To be specified in "Remark"

8. enter a brief description of the last steps before cleaning (photolitho, etching, deposition etc...)

10. Enter the layer and the thickness

11. Press « Send ». You will receive a confirmation by e.mail